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1. Abstract 

Over 2018 and 2019, we found serious vulnerabilities in the two biggest Point of Sales 

(PoS) vendors: Verifone and Ingenico. The affected devices are Verifone VX520, Verifone 

MX series, and the Ingenico Telium 2 series. 

• Ingenico Telium 2 

• Verifone VX and MX 

Public data shows that: 

• ”Telium2 is a fully scalable, reliable operating system embedded into the 20 million 
terminals deployed worldwide”  

• “Over 7 million verix-based devices sold” 

• “Verifone has more than 10 years of experience with the design and manufacture of 
millions of secure Linux-based terminals that are installed worldwide” 

1.1. Vulnerabilities 

Default passwords – All hardware devices ship with manufacturer’s default passwords, 

including PoS terminals—a Google search easily reveals them. Those credentials 

provide access to special "service modes," where hardware configuration and other 

functions are available. One manufacturer, Ingenico, even prevents you from changing 

those defaults. 

Executing Arbitrary Code – We found that these "service modes" contain undeclared 

functions after tearing down the terminals and extracting their firmware. In Ingenico 

and Verifone terminals, these functions enable execution of arbitrary code through 

binary vulnerabilities (e.g., stack overflows, and buffer overflows). For over 20-years, 

these "service super modes" have allowed undeclared access. Often, the functions are 

in deprecated or legacy code that’s still deployed with new installs. 

1.2. Possible attacks 

Through these vulnerabilities an attacker might:  

 

https://www.ingenico.co.uk/smart-terminals/payment-terminals/android-ecr-pos/iwl-series.html
https://www.verifone.com/en/us/devices%20%20Vulnerabilities
https://www.ingenico.co.uk/smart-terminals/payment-terminals/android-ecr-pos/iwl-series.html
https://www.ingenico.co.uk/smart-terminals/payment-terminals/android-ecr-pos/iwl-series.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/VeriFone-MasterCard-Communication-Contactless-Connectivity/dp/B01IQF9S7Q
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151022005681/en/Introducing-Verifone-Engage-the-Future-of-Connected-Payment-Devices
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151022005681/en/Introducing-Verifone-Engage-the-Future-of-Connected-Payment-Devices
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Figure 1 depicts the exploits we achieved with Verifone and Ingenico terminals. 

 

1. Send arbitrary packets – Enables attackers to send and modify data transfers 
between the PoS terminal and its processing network. Attackers can forge and alter 
transactions. They can attack the acquiring bank via server-side vulnerabilities, for 
example in the Terminal Management System (TMS). This invalidates the inherent 
trust given between the PoS terminal and its processor. 

2. Clone cards – Enables attackers to copy an individual’s credit card information.    
Duplicate data is then written to a new credit card. The attacker can now run 
fraudulent transactions anywhere (where these types of transactions are possible) 
with their clone. 

● Verifone doesn't currently offer an onboard cryptographic microchip for 
encrypting customer's and card's sensitive data: CVV, Track2, and PINs. 
Rather, all cryptographic functions are run through their main PoS terminal 
application. In this scenario, the attacker has full control of that PoS terminal 
and its application. That means it’s easy to clone magstripe, PINs, CVVs, and 
other data. 

● Ingenico includes a separate, onboard cryptographic chip. However, we were 
stunned to discover that doesn't help like you’d expect. Best practice is "don't 
send sensitive data unencrypted," these terminals do exactly that. They still 
process Track2 and PINs unencrypted on the main terminal application, 
which makes it easy to intercept, you just need to have sufficient privileges to 
do so. This is  possible of not using proper security features by the payment 
application developers (e.g. service-providers).  

3.     Clone terminals – Cloning terminals and/or processing fraudulent transactions. 

Banks blindly rely on PoS security. There should be more control on the bank’s side 

and less on the PoS terminal side. Banks assume that PoS terminals are  secure, and 

trust them even when compromised.  

● What could happen? – Attackers can make a functional clone of a PoS 
terminal and run fraudulent transactions through it, all they would need is 
unattended access to the terminal. The terminal, itself, has all of the 
configuration information necessary to create a clone. With full control of 
their clone, attackers can easily change its configuration to allow less secure 
transactions, making fraud easier.  

As an example, our research enabled us to compromise a PoS terminal, and 

enable technical fallback mode to process less secure transactions. Technical 

fall back mode enables bypassing preferred, secure EMV transactions, and 

using less secure, magstripe-based transactions. Typically, fraudulent 

transactions are run through the least secure means possible. The least 

secure transactions often create liability for the merchant who owns the PoS 

hardware. 
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● How? – All an attacker needs is access to tamper with and infect a PoS 
terminal. Imagine a hypothetical attack on a big supermarket’s PoS terminal. 
First, suppose our attacker accesses a terminal when staff is inundated 
(during shift changes, your busy period, etc.). Second,  an inside employee 
assists the attacker in gaining access. This allows them to infect the terminal, 
and for a copy to be made of its configuration information. The terminal, 
itself, includes all of the necessary information an attacker needs to clone it. 
The information is then placed on an identical terminal, which is activated 
and ready to use.  

● Consequences? – Multiple:  

Attackers can now make fraudulent transactions on their terminal clone using 

stolen cards/cards bought on the DarkMarket. 

Attackers can run refund transactions from their terminal clone. Commonly, 

banks allow refunds to any card, not just the originating card. This scenario 

enables money laundering from a terminal clone back to stolen cards. 

A while later, the issuing bank discovers the fraudulent transactions. A 

chargeback is issued to the acquiring bank. The liability for the fraudulent 

transactions now falls back to the supermarket. Internal investigations result 

in only loose ends. The attackers would likely get away with this attack 

scenario.  

4. Persistency  – Enables the attacker’s malware to survive even after the device reboots. 

When malware is persistent, the implications are much more severe. When it’s not, 

the attackers need to reinfect the device or the lifetime of the attack is extremely 

short. Although, it may be many days and months before a typical device is restarted, 

in most circumstances.  

 

More examples are available in section "Attacks". 
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2. Intro 

2.1. What are PoS terminals? 

In this document we are talking about Point of Sales (PoS) terminals. Let’s define it. 

● Point of Sales Terminal -- A device that reads payment cards (e.g., credit, check, or 
gift cards) in order to electronically transfer funds between the customer and 
merchant bank accounts in exchange for a product or service. Terminals read cards 
through insertion of the card’s EMV chip, use of tap to pay wireless, or a swipe of 
the magnetic strip (magstripe). Terminals often, but not always, have a built-in 
screen and keypad for customers to complete their transaction (e.g., to confirm 
the transaction amount, enter a pin or sign). Terminals communicate with the 
merchant’s payment network which completes authorization of the transaction 
and the movement of funds.  

 

Figure 2 depicts a typical PoS terminal that’s reading from an EMV chip card. 

● Point of Sales System – All of the hardware devices and software the merchant’s 
cashier requires to complete transactions. This might include a cashier-facing 
display, weighing scale, barcode reader, cash register with drawers, pole display, 
and receipt printer. The PoS system often updates the merchant’s inventory and 
accounting records while processing individual transactions, whereas a PoS terminal 
is just the card reader. 

 

Figure 3 depicts typical PoS systems that clerks use at merchants.  
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This whitepaper only covers the PoS terminal, the device a customer uses to process 

his/her payment card, not the cashier’s PoS interaction with the multiple other devices 

necessary to complete their sale. It’s an important differentiation, as often they’re all 

part of one ecosystem, using the same network connection and physical space.  

2.2. Overview of PoS security  

There’s heavy regulation for information security within the payment card industry. The 

main body responsible for the industry’s regulation is the Payment Card Industry Security 

Standard Council (PCI SSC). They maintain the industry’s PCI Data Security Standard (DSS), 

which applies to PoS: terminal hardware manufacturers, payment application vendors, 

merchants and payment processors. The current implementation is version 3.2. The 

industry is rapidly approaching a transition to version 4. 

PCI DSS Requirement 3 is to protect stored cardholder data: CVV2, magstripe data, and PIN 

codes. Encryption is essential during two phases; the storage and transmission of data. 

PCI DSS applies to “ALL companies that accept, process, store or transmit credit cards.” 

However, that standard is vague about “processing data” and how secure that should be. 

PCI DSS contains a comprehensive list of requirements that devices must adhere to during 

Point of Interaction, card use, and PIN entry. For the simplicity of this research, we made a 

short version of these rules: 

1. PoS terminals must include tamper-proof protection. The device must be aware of 
attempts to open, drill or burn it. The device must be aware of tampering even 
when turned off. This is a beneficial security feature for several reasons. First, it 
protects the device from installation of malicious “hardware implants,” which can 
steal PINs, CVV codes and magstripe data. Second, it protects the encryption keys 
from extraction and malicious reuse.  

2. When tampering is detected, the device must delete encryption keys and other 
important data from its storage.  

3. The device must clearly indicate that it has been compromised. Again, this is to 
protect the customer and merchant against interception of their sensitive card 
data.  

Learn more about PCI DSS standards through the links that follow:  

● PCI Quick Reference Guide 

● PCI Data Storage Do’s and Don’ts   

● PCI PTS POI Modular Security Requirements Version 4.0  

● PCI PTS POI Modular Security Requirements Version 6.0    

● PPCI POS Pin Entry Device Security Requirements   

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pdfs/pci_ssc_quick_guide.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pdfs/pci_fs_data_storage.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_PTS_POI_SRs_v4_Final.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_PTS_POI_SRs_v6.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/pos_ped_security_requirements.pdf
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2.3 History of PoS hacking 

Hacking PoS Systems 

Searches for “PoS hacking” predominantly result in how to hack PoS systems, not PoS 

terminals. Why? Hacking PoS systems is a lot easier. Even though PoS systems are 

regulated by PCI, they are only subject to PCI card data processing rules. As PoS 

Systems are not used for PIN entry, they fall outside of the full set of PCI compliance 

regulations.  

 

Every aspect of the PoS systems, including the physical security, is self-regulated by 

the device’s manufacturer. As a result, PoS systems often use off-the-shelf PC 

hardware with a Windows operating system, making them easier to hack. 

Alternatively, PoS terminals are designed with tamper-proof hardware and make use 

of proprietary operating systems.  

 

Figure 4 depicts typical “PoS hack” search results.  

Historically, the main reason for infection PoS systems was to collect card data. 

Attackers would get enough information to make physical or virtual clones of the 
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cards. These attacks were spread predominantly across the US. That is due to a slow 

adoption of the Chip and PIN (i.e., EMV) cards and their accepting terminals. Instead of 

the more secure Chip and Pin way to pay, Americans predominantly use magstripe or 

Pan Key Entry over the last decade. When merchants use these two methods, that 

allows criminals to create clones of their cards.  

What is the impact? It’s large in scale, infecting thousands of PoS systems and stealing 

100+ millions of cards over the last 10-years. They're selling the data for, as low as, a 

few dollars per card. The stolen card data is often brought by organized crime groups. 

And that’s exactly why they’re a common target in attacks on big malls and 

supermarkets. Hackers infect the Windows machines, spread across the whole PoS 

systems network and use infected machines for collecting card details. 

 

Figure 5 depicts an article listing known restaurant POS data breaches. 
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Hacking PoS terminals 

Even though PoS terminals are harder to hack, they still get a lot of attention from 

both security researchers and organized crime.  

 

Figure 6 depicts a typical forum post with a hacker asking about exploiting PoS terminals. 

 

An example of this research:  

• In 2007, a group of researchers from University of Cambridge (Murdoch, 
Anderson et al.) began the first work on PoS terminal security. See  
Tamper resistance of Chip & PIN (EMV) terminals. 

• In 2012, MWR Labs successfully attacked Verifone terminals:  
Credit Card Roulette: Payment Terminals Pwned in Vegas.   

• In 2014, the famous SR Labs has an example of their own compromised terminal 
just a few years later:  
Payment terminals allow for remote PIN capture and card cloning  
 
Later, research by MWR Labs focused on the mobile POS devices:  
Researchers hack mPOS devices, play Flappy Bird. 

• In 2018, we had a chance to look at mobile POS systems and couldn’t resist 
running our own wacky images on terminals:  
For the Love of Money: Finding and Exploiting Vulnerabilities in Mobile Point of 
Sales Systems  

Interestingly, by the time of these hacks, all of these models were PCI certified. They 

all had anti-tampering mechanisms in place, and went through many levels of security 

certifications. 

  

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/security/banking/tamper/
https://www.wired.com/2012/07/pinpadpwned/
https://srlabs.de/bites/eft-vulns/
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/25936/researchers-hack-mpos-devices-play-flappy-bird
https://www.blackhat.com/us-18/briefings/schedule/index.html#for-the-love-of-money-finding-and-exploiting-vulnerabilities-in-mobile-point-of-sales-systems-10992
https://www.blackhat.com/us-18/briefings/schedule/index.html#for-the-love-of-money-finding-and-exploiting-vulnerabilities-in-mobile-point-of-sales-systems-10992
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3. Ingenico Telium 2 series 

3.1. Anti-tampering protections  

Ingenico’s Telium 2 series includes a number of anti-tamper protections that are 

implemented in both software and hardware. 

Telium 2’s software includes a variety of functions that identify damage, interference, 

and unauthorised access to the terminal. They are implemented in the executable file 

8200361884.DGN (System Tellium Thunder Plus). 

When any of the physical hardware detectors are damaged/triggered, the processor 

comes out of hibernation (if the terminal was switched off). The terminal performs the 

following: 

● Deletes encryption keys. 

● Writes an entry to the system log. 

● Writes a tamper flag into non-volatile memory. 

The tamper flag prevents the device from running the main terminal application in 

normal mode. A tamper message now displays in all modes. 

  

Figure 7 depicts a tampering alert on an Ingenico terminal’s display. 

The following detection techniques are implemented in code: 
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• Tampering MCK 

• Tampering ERA 

• Tampering TST 

• Tampering DBF 

• Tampering SHL 

• Tampering Detectors 6 

• Tampering Detectors 5----(Membrane 2) 

• Tampering Detectors 4----(Upper Wire Mesh) 

• Tampering Detectors 3----(Internal Wire Mesh) 

• Tampering Detectors 2----(Membrane 1) 

• Tampering Detectors 1----(Membrane 0) 

• Tampering Vdd Io High-----Vdd Io Low 

• Tampering Vdd Core High--Vdd Core Low 

• Tampering Vdd BU High----Vdd BU Low 

• Tampering Temp High------Temp Low 

• Tampering JTGTCK----------JTGSEL 

• Tampering Detectors 7-----(Not a Tamper Sensor (Pile On)) 

• Tampering Detectors 0-----(Not a Tamper Sensor (Charge)) 

Let’s look closer at these detection techniques. 
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Tampering detectors 1, 2, 5, and 6 

These are mechanical pressure switches on the device. They are located on the same 

surface as the keyboard’s pressure switches. The switches remain closed unless the 

terminal body is damaged or opened. 

  

Figure 8 depicts the terminal’s circuit board with key contact points highlighted in green and 

anti-tampering contact points highlighted in red. 

 
Figure 9 depicts the keyboard membrane with several key contacts highlighted in green and 

anti-tampering contacts highlighted in red. 
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Tampering Detectors 3 and 4 (Wire Mesh)  

This is a wire mesh that protects the device against drilling. The code contains 

references to two meshes. However, our device contains only one physical mesh that 

covers the EMV reader. If the mesh is damaged, the checking circuit is interrupted, and 

an electrical signal is sent to the controller that initiates the relevant handler. 

 

Figure 10 depicts the anti-drilling mesh on the top of the device. 

 

Figure 11 depicts the mesh masked external shielding layer.  
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Tampering Vdd Io High, Tampering Vdd Core High, and Tampering Vdd BU High  

Overvoltage protection is available in the controller and redundant battery, this 

protects the device from glitch attacks. It monitors the battery status for normal 

function of the anti-tampering mechanisms. 

 

Tampering JTGTCK  

This is designed to defend against connections made to external debuggers and 

emulators. It protects from direct connection and access to controller resources. 

Guards against attempts to access the contents of device RAM, ROM, and NAND Flash, 

and stops tampering with the execution flow. 

 

Tampering Temp High: Overtemperature protection 

Even with these protection mechanisms, it did not prevent our researcher from 

reading the contents of the device’s NAND Flash. Its memory remained undamaged 

when the terminal case was compromised. Special equipment can be used to access 

the device’s memory: 

● SMD rework station 

● Infrared Preheating Station 

● NAND programmer 

With access to such data, the attacker can obtain OS and application code to search 

for vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 12 depicts the contents of the terminal’s NAND Flash, including its device ID in red. 

  

Figure 13 depicts our terminal’s internal device ID in red, application processor in blue, and 

NAND Flash memory in yellow. 

Let’s compare the data we read to the device’s internal sticker in the above figures. They are 

a perfect match.   
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Figure 14 depicts the file system’s header of 8200361884.DGN from the application system 

Tellium Thunder Plus. 

3.2. Firmware information 

Firmware can be obtained in 3 different ways: 

• Extracted from the Flash with techniques mentioned above. 

• Downloaded from the Internet. 

• Extracted with Ingenico’s software, such as the Local Loading Tool (LLT) which is 
described on the next page. 

Firmware is unencrypted and compressed using the LZSS protocol. 

Inside of the firmware, there’s a proprietary 32-bit OS Kernel and NexGenOS 

components. 

3.3. Vulnerabilities 

The vulnerabilities that follow were discovered in Ingenico Telium 2 series of PoS 

terminals. 

Hardcoded passwords (CVE-2018-17767, CVE-2018-17771) 
LLT mode hardcoded passwords: 

• ftpuser: 123456   

• maint: 51966   

• system: 31415926   

PPP connection in LLT mode:   

• pppuser:123456  
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Remote code execution via the built-in TRACE mode (CVE-2018-17765, CVE-2018-

17772) 

 
Figure 15 depicts the user guide of the LLT maintenance tool. 

 
Figure 16 depicts references to the TRACE mode in Ingenico’s SDK. 

TRACE mode is intended to monitor performance of banking applications during their 

development. It assists developers with debugging and post-debugging processes. This 

mode is disabled by default when shipped to merchants. However, it can be enabled 

on a merchant’s device, if given sufficient access. 
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Enabling TRACE mode 

To enable this mode, the terminal must first be switched to LLT mode. LLT mode 

enables the download of digitally signed developer software, as well as updates from 

Ingenico. By design, unsigned software cannot download to the device.  

1. Press and hold the central OK button on the pin pad while the device is starting 
up.  

2. Connect to the terminal using the LLT tool supplied by Ingenico for developers. 

3. Load a SYSTEM.CFG text file into the /SWAP/ directory with the contents that 
follow: 

TRACE_DEV=5 

LDBG_DEV=0 

4. Restart the terminal.  

5. TRACE mode is now enabled.   
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Working in TRACE mode 

1. To work in TRACE mode, use the TRACE tool provided by Ingenico for terminal 
software developers working with Tellium 1 and 2.  

 

Figure 17 depicts the main window of the TRACE application.  
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2. Use the help command to list the available commands. Some of the commands 

are hidden and not shown within the help output.  

 

The program functions allow: 

● Allocating and deallocating memory. 

● Displaying the contents of all files on the terminal file system, including 

encryption keys. 

● Suspending and terminating processes. 

 

Figure 18 depicts the help commands shown within the TRACE application. 
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Exploitation example 

To execute code without a digital signature, an attacker needs to: 

1.  Allocate memory space using the Alloc command. Access the Debug window 

channel 1 window through the mmu menu. 

2.  Write any malicious executable code in hexadecimal format. Access the sm 

command through the main menu. 

3.  Suspend the task named PMC through the hidden NU_Suspend_Task command. 

4.  Use the sm command to modify one of the return addresses for the PMC task. 

Point it to the memory space containing the malicious code allocated by the 

attacker. 

5.  Resume the PMC task using the NU_Resume_Task command. 

The above sequence of actions allows an attacker to execute malicious code. 

 

 

Figure 19 depicts an example directory listing from our terminal’s file system. 
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Figure 20 depicts the contents of the terminal’s system.cfg file. 
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Figure 21 depicts the contents of our terminal’s RSA-based SSL keys, which are essential for 

its secure network communications. 
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Figure 22 depicts an example log file that contents an encrypted PIN.  

Contents of the PIN-encrypted log files can be decrypted when the attacker has read 

access to the terminal’s file system. This is an issue originating from the service-

provider, who developed software that doesn’t utilise the secure element fully, 

instead storing keys on the main OS. 
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Exploitation examples 

An attacker can:  

• Interfere with any terminal operations.  

• Read PIN, Track2, and arbitrary information on bank cards. 

• Degrade terminal performance by means of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks 
with malicious code. 

• Modify system files that do not require any digital signature.  

 

Buffer overflows (CVE-2018-17766, CVE-2018-17769, CVE-2018-17770) 

The LLT protocol allows for writing up to 0x10ffef bytes beyond the boundaries of the 

global buffer. This can damage a number of structures within memory. The buffer 

address is 201A3554. The problem occurs if the packet type is >= 0x30. The read length 

is calculated using the formula b[1] + b[2] * 16 + b[3] << 8 + b[4] <<12, where b is the 

sent packet and b[0] is the packet type. The remainder of the packet is read to the 

buffer 201A3554 without any length check of the data being written. The buffer's 

length is 256. 

The insecure NTPT3 protocol on the TCP/6000 port enables overflowing the allocated 

memory (0x5B0 bytes) beyond its boundaries using the RemotePutFile(0x32) 

command, thus damaging a number of structures in memory. The function address is 

0x20080FB0. The problem occurs if the file data is >= CURR_FILE_CHUNK. 

CURR_FILE_SIZE = get_file_size_possible(LLC_FILE_HANDLE); CURR_FILE_CHUNK = 

(READ_FILE_CHUNK *) alloc(0x5B0u);. The remainder of the file chunk is read to the 

allocated buffer without any check of the length of the data being written.  

The insecure NTPT3 protocol on the TCP/6000 port enables overflowing of the .bss 

memory beyond the boundaries using the 0x26 command, thus damaging the kernel 

semaphore structure within kernel memory. The function address is 0x2004845E. The 

buffer's length is 256. Semaphore offset is 100 from the buffer’s start. The remainder 

of the packet is read to the buffer without any length check of the data being written.  

Exploitation example 

• The described packet is sent remotely at connection.  

• This would cause Denial of Service at a minimum, and if memory is readable 
(vulnerability 5.1.1), then the attacker’s arbitrary code can be executed. 
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Bypass of LLT file reading restrictions (CVE-2018-17766) 

By design, the LLT protocol can only read files from the directories /, /HOST/, and 

/SWAP/. This LLT vulnerability allows an attacker to read any file whose absolute path 

is less than 17 characters in length. This vulnerability has been classified as high 

severity. This is because it allows an attacker to obtain cryptographic keys and 

manipulate the traffic between the POS and the Acquirer. 

Verification is not performed while using the read command in a directory when it 

contains only a file name. Therefore, if SYSTEM/SSL.CFG is sent as a parameter, we can 

read the file /SYSTEM/SSL.CFG, which is outside of the allowed directories. 

Exploitation example 

• Send the command to go to the home directory /. 

• Send the 0x32(RemotePutFile) command with the name of a file to be read, for 
example, SYSTEM/SSL.CFG. 

• The file is readable, bypassing LLT protocol restrictions.  
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3.4. Responsible disclosure process and arranged CVEs   

Don’t be surprised about the CVEs from 2018. It took for us almost 2 years to reach 

them and receive a confirmation of that fix. Unfortunately, they didn’t partner with us 

through the remediation process, but we’re glad it’s fixed now.  

 

Figure 23 depicts our Ingenico confirmation that our vulnerability is now fixed.  

Ingenico CVE’s: 

• CVE-2018-17767 - Hardcoded PPP credentials. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 5.1, Vector 
AV:P/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17771 - Hardcoded FTP credentials. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 4.9, Vector 
AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17774 - Insecure NTPT3 protocol. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 4.9, Vector 
AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17768 - Insecure TRACE protocol. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 5.1, Vector 
AV:P/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17765 - Undeclared TRACE protocol commands. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 
3.8, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N 

• CVE-2018-17766 - NTPT3 protocol - file reading restrictions bypass. CVSS v3.1 
Base Score: 2.4, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:N/A:N 

• CVE-2018-17769 - Buffer overflow via the 0x26 command of the NTPT3 protocol. 
CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 4.9, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17770 - Buffer overflow via the ‘RemotePutFile’ command of the NTPT3 
protocol. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 4.9, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

• CVE-2018-17772 - Arbitrary code execution via the TRACE protocol (r/w memory). 
CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 7.6, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2018-17773 - Buffer overflow via SOCKET_TASK in the NTPT3 protocol. CVSS 
v3.1 Base Score: 8.3, Vector AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L  
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4. Verifone VX Series 

4.1. Firmware information 

Firmware can be obtained in 3 different ways: 

• Extracted from the Flash with techniques we mention. 

• Downloaded from the Internet (encrypted). 

• Extracted with the Verifone’s maintenance software, which is described in the 
next section. 

The devices have a 400 MHz, ARM11 32-bit RISC processor, known as “Verifone 

VF2101D0C”. The vendor makes use of Broadcom’s BCM589X series System-on-a-Chip.  

NAND Flash contains: 

• SBI – Secure Boot Installer. 

• CIB – Configuration Information Block. 

• Kernel loader. 

• QT000500.bin.lzma – Kernel and the disk T. 

• MIB – Master Information Block. 

• SIB – System Information Block. 

Every boot phase utilizes a digital signature and checked hierarchically, as shown 

below: 

  

Figure 24 depicts the boot sequence. 
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Physical connection is made over the RS232 serial interface with an RJ45 connector: 

 

Figure 25 depicts the RS232 serial interface. 
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4.2. Vulnerabilities 

The following vulnerabilities were discovered in Verifone’s VX series of PoS terminals. 

Attaining “System mode” access for Verifone VX 520 
Attacker’s can easily gain “System mode” access to the PoS terminal. The credentials 

are within Verifone’s VX 520 Reference Guide.  

 

Figure 26 depicts the default password as listed within the VX 520 Reference Guide.  

The System mode allows the attacker to change system values. Changing the *GO 

value is helpful as it’s responsible for setting the application that loads after reboot. 

 

Figure 27 depicts setting the *GO value within the terminal’s interface.  
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Undeclared shell.out mode access (CVE-2019-14716) 

Our research extracted and decrypted the PoS terminal’s flash content. We discovered 

a T:SHELL.OUT application that’s trusted and signed by Verifone. This application 

enables the attacker to access the terminal’s file system. Without authentication, the 

attacker can gain control over the terminal’s process management through the 

process that follows. On the terminal, the attacker can run T:SHELL.OUT and specify 

the terminal’s serial port. They gain control by attaching a cable to the terminal’s 

RS232 serial port and using an external device with a TTY Shell application.   

To run the application, the attacker needs to change settings to: 

*GO=T:SHELL.OUT  

*ARG="/DEV/COM1"  

 

 

Figure 28 depicts all of the available commands within the SHELL.OUT application. 
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Figure 29 depicts the terminal’s display while it's within the SHELL.OUT mode. 
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Stack overflow in Verix OS core during run() execution (CVE-2019-14717) 
We threw a stack overflow while executing the Run() function. We traced it back to 

the filename copy process of the sch_run_not_vsa() function (address 0x4002509). 

 

Figure 30 depicts the sch_run_not_vsa() function. 

 

The attacker can overwrite variables beyond the pc[32] array and its return address. 
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Figure 31 depicts the run() overflow indication on the terminal’s display. 

 

The lower 5 bits of the CPSR (Current Program Status Register) is 0x13 which indicates 

#define CPSR_M_SVC 0x13U. This indicates supervisor mode within the Verix Core 

subsystem. Combined with the prior vulnerability, our attacker now has maximum 

privileges on the system. 

 

Integrity control bypass (CVE-2019-14712) 
Our researcher found it’s possible to bypass Verifone’s file integrity controls.  

What are they? Verifone’s file integrity controls who is authorized to load application 

files onto terminals. It verifies the file’s origin, sender’s identity, and integrity of the 

file’s information. It uses digital signatures, cryptographic keys, and digital certificates.  

The process is basically:  
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● Developer applies for a certificate from Verifone.  
● The developer creates an app and signs it with their certificate and password.  
● When loading the app on the terminal, the terminal compares its certificates 

against the app’s signature.  
● The app is marked “authenticated” and given permission to run on the terminal 

when it passes these checks. 

Let’s take a closer look of the process of deploying an app:  

1. We create an application file named APP.out. 

2. Using the application file, developer certificate, and developer password, the 
VeriShield File Signing Tool creates a signature file (*.p7s). 

3. Load the signature file (APP.p7s) and the original application file (APP.out) onto 
the terminal. 

4. The terminal OS searches for signature files. The operating system compares its 
internal signatures against the values stored within the application file’s 
calculated signature. 

5. If these values match, the operating system marks that the application file is 
approved to run on the terminal. The OS creates an .s1g file with signatures. This 
file contains Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) from the keys in 
One-Time-Programmable memory (OTP). The file has an “authenticated” 
attribute. 

6. When run() is called, the terminal checks that the file has this “authenticated” 
attribute. Next, the HMAC function checks the result against the .s1g file content. 

7. If all checks have been completed, file APP.OUT runs in memory. 

Some attributes from DIR command and files in SHELL.OUT: 

--gcr Authenticated signature file. 

--gc- Uploaded, but not authenticated file. 

-agc- Uploaded, and authenticated application file. 

 

If the attacker has privileges to run code in core context, it’s possible to call the 

function of the .s1g file generation against the arbitrary application. This bypasses the 

integrity checks.  
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Figure 32 depicts an arbitrary app running on the terminal’s display. 
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.text 

.global _start 

  

_start: 

    .int 0,0 

    @ldr r1, =#0x7041fff0 

    @movs r0, #0xb 

    @svc 10 

    ldr r6, =#0x70420070 

    mov r0, #dev_console 

    add r0, r0, r6 

    movs r1, #0 

    svc 5 

    @str r1, [r0] 

    mov r1, #0x11 

    movs r0, #1 

    svc 2 

    movs r0, #1 

    subs sp, sp, #0x20 

    str r0, [sp] 

    str r0, [sp, #4] 

    mov r0, #my_data 

    add r0, r0, r6 

    str r0, [sp, #12] 

    movs r0, #7 

    str r0, [sp, #8] 

    movs r1, #23 

    movs r0, #1 

    mov r2, sp 

    svc 2 

_exit: 

   mov r1, #33 

   mov r0, #4 

   svc 10 

a: 

    b a 

  

my_data:  .asciz "hohohoh" 

dev_console: .asciz "/DEV/CONSOLE" 

Figure 33 depicts the source code of our application exploiting this vulnerability. 
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5. Verifone MX Series 

5.1. Vulnerabilities 

The vulnerabilities in this section were initially discovered and presented during DEF 

CON 25 (2017) by Twitter user @trixr4skids. DEF CON 25 - trix4kids “Doomed POS 

Systems.” The initial responsible disclosure didn’t gain enough attention from Verifone 

to spur fixing them.  

During our own research in 2019 we confirmed that these vulnerabilities were still 

presented on the latest models of the terminals. Additionally, the vulnerability CVE-

2019-14713 was found. 

 

Multiple arbitrary command injection (CVE-2019-14719) 
The file manager application doesn’t properly sanitize input data when executing 

different functions. An attacker can use Supervisor mode to type a command. This 

allows attackers to open a local user terminal and gain remote access to the PIN pad. 

 
Figure 34 depicts an example of vulnerable function (1). 

https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2025/DEF%20CON%2025%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2025%20-%20trixr4skids-DOOMed-Point-of-Sale-Systems-UPDATED.pdf
https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2025/DEF%20CON%2025%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2025%20-%20trixr4skids-DOOMed-Point-of-Sale-Systems-UPDATED.pdf
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Figure 35 depicts an example of vulnerable function (2). 

 

Figure 36 depicts an example and results of attack (1). 
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Figure 37 depicts an example and results of attack (2). 

 

 

Figure 38 depicts an example and results of attack (3). 
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Svc_netcontrol arbitrary command injection and privilege escalation (CVE-2019-

14718) 
The Svc_netcontrol service runs every time the PIN pad is launched. Svc_netcontrol 

communicates through UNIX sockets. An attacker with local access to the PIN pad can 

create and send a special packet to the UNIX-Socket /tmp/netprocsock1. This enables 

injection of arbitrary code into the pppd script, which gains root access. 

 

  char data_packet[0x52c]; 

  memset(data_packet, 0, 0x52c); 

  strcpy(data_packet+32, "ppp"); 

  int len = __snprintf_chk(data_packet+32+696, 255, 1, 255, "logfile 

/tmp/ppp_log debug notty chatcon 123;telnetd\t-lsh\t-p1337>/tmp/.test;"); 

  memset(data_packet+32+696+432, ' ', 128); 

Figure 39 depicts an example of an injected command. 

 

 

Figure 40 depicts our results from the attack. 
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Secure Installer Level 2 race condition privilege escalation (CVE-2019-14711) 
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) settings are meant to prevent the root user from 

gaining access to PIN pad system files. The Secure Installer Level 2 (secins  v1.12.1) 

runs each time the PIN pad is launched. Secins is responsible for RBAC settings. To 

apply those settings, the application first disables all settings (gradm -D) and then re-

enables all settings at the end of the process (gradm -E). An attacker with root 

privileges can run the secins application and terminate it after RBAC is disabled, but 

before RBAC is re-enabled. This is known as a "race condition" state. 

 

Figure 41 depicts an example of the vulnerable code. 
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Figure 42 depicts the results of our attack. 
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Secure Installer Level 2 + Level 1. Unsigned packages installation with usr1-usr16 

privileges (CVE-2019-14713) 
Fshsecins is a package installer that's used with the "Restore mode" of the PIN pad. It 

doesn’t check the signature of a package when sent by users with uid 500 – 515 (usr1 

– usr16). 

 

 

Figure 43 depicts an example of the vulnerable code. 
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6. Verifone VX and MX Series 

 

6.1. Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities, described below are the part of SBI boot loading process, which affects 

both VX and MX series. Therefore, the severity is extremely high.  

To fix them, the vendor would have to update the boot loader process. This update has 

been issued by PCI in Nov 2020. 

 

Undeclared access to the system via SBI loader (CVE-2019-14715) 
The trusted loader allows for writing arbitrary code to memory during its SBI loader 

stage. All an attacker needs is physical access to the terminal. 

The SBI loader enables file execution on the system through use of the XDL protocol, 

processing .SCR files, or using the command line. 

Our terminal has SBI version 03_04. However, this vulnerability occurs in both earlier 

and later versions of SBI. Experts have confirmed the issue in version 03_10. Further 

details will be covered for the 03_08 version. 

 

Figure 44 depicts our SBI loader access. 
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In the case of an unsuccessful USB-flash load, the system tries to load files through the 

XDL protocol with the RS-232 serial port. The ddl.exe utility supports this protocol and 

is available from VerixOS SDK. 

 

Figure 45 depicts the main() function (0x00189DD4 offset) of the SBI loader. 
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Figure 46 depicts the doXDL() function (0x00189E6C offset) of the SBI loader. 

 

The Download File command uses the vulnerable check_bootHeader() (0x00196022 

offset) function. 
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Figure 47 depicts the XDL_Proto() function (0x001961D4 offset) of the SBI loader. 
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Data is interpreted by the Executable module using the header format that follows: 

00000000 boot_hdr        struc ; (sizeof=0x30, align=0x4) 

00000000 signature       DCD ? 

00000004 hdr_len         DCD ? 

00000008 data_len        DCD ? 

0000000C gap_C           DCB 4  

00000010 type            DCD ? 

00000014 flags           DCD ? 

00000018 load_addr       DCD ?                    

0000001C field_1C        DCB ? 

0000001D field_1D        DCB ? 

0000001E min_SBI_major   DCB ? 

0000001F min_SBI_minor   DCB ? 

00000020 field_20        DCD ? 

00000024 field_24        DCD ? 

00000028 revocation      DCD ?                    

0000002C dataDev_0       DCB ? 

0000002D dataDev_1       DCB ? 

0000002E dataDev_2       DCB ? 

0000002F dataDev_3       DCB ? 

00000030 boot_hdr        ends 

Figure 48 depicts the SBI loader file header structure. 

 

If the loaded header file’s “signature” field is equal to 0xA19BC38F and the “type” field 

isn’t null (line 42), then the “load_addr” field is processed at the memory address of 

the loaded module (line 44). The content of the “load_addr” copies into memcpy(). 

That allows an attacker to write arbitrary code to the device’s memory within the SBI 

context. This enables executing the attacker’s code, including overwriting the SBI code 

itself. 
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Figure 49 depicts the check_bootHeader() function (0x00196022 offset) of the SBI loader. 
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Exploitation example 

1. Get the SBI loader example. 

2. Modify the loader: 

• 0x00000000 offset – signature 

• 0x00000010 offset – type 

• 0x00000018 offset – load_addr 

 

Figure 50 depicts modification of the SBI loader. 

 

3. Modify the SBI loader to call the CLI terminal function. 
Loader 03_04 0x00000650 with offset (0x00189E48 offset on the terminal memory) 
has bytes 03 F0 21 FE.  This is the opcode of the PROMPT() function. 
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Figure 51 depicts the SBI header modifications. 

 

4.  Load the file via ddl.exe. 

 

Figure 52 depicts using ddl.exe during the SBI load function to use an attacker’s arbitrary 

code.   
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Figure 53 depicts the CLI terminal called through the modified SBI loader. 
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Figure 54 depicts our access to the terminal’s NAND-flash memory. 
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6.2. Responsible disclosure process and arranged CVEs   

Verifone was informed at the end of 2019, and we confirmed that vulnerabilities were 

fixed later in 2020. In Nov 2020 PCI has released an urgent update of Verifone 

terminals across the globe. 

 

Verifone (Linux MX series) 

• CVE-2019-14711 - Race condition privilege escalation (secins application RBAC 
bypass). CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 8.8, Vector AV:L/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2019-14713 - Installation of unsigned packages. CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 8.2, 
Vector AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2019-14718 - Insecure Permissions (svc_netcontrol arbitrary command 
injection and privilege escalation). CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 8.2, Vector 
AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2019-14719 - Multiple arbitrary command injections (file manager, etc.). 
CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 6.3, Vector AV:L/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:L 

 

Verifone (Verix VX series) 

• CVE-2019-14712 - Integrity and origin control bypass (S1G file generation). CVSS 
v3.1 Base Score: 8.2, Vector AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2019-14717 - Buffer Overflow in Verix OS core (Run() system call). CVSS v3.1 
Base Score: 8.2, Vector AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 

• CVE-2019-14716 - Undocumented physical access mode (VerixV shell.out). CVSS 
v3.1 Base Score: 7.3, Vector AV:P/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:L/A:H 

 

Verifone (All series) 

• CVE-2019-14715 - Undocumented physical access to the system (SBI bootloader 
memory write). CVSS v3.1 Base Score: 7.6, Vector 
AV:P/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H 
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7. Attacks 

In our research, PoS terminals became an instrument to simulate attacks for the banks 

and service providers. They asked us to address their individual interests. They 

wondered about the practical application of our assessments, including:  

1. How easy is it to steal card details?  

2. Can we make a functional clone of the PoS terminals?  

3. Can someone send malicious requests to the authorization hosts and “steal 
money” from the bank in some way? 

Let’s take a look at each of these scenarios in greater depth in the sections that follow. 

7.1. Card harvesting 

Instead of hacking the PoS systems, hackers can hack the PoS terminals for card’s data 

collection. However, the most popular way of doing this is known as “fake PoS.” A fake 

PoS terminal looks identical to the original hardware, the customer inserts their card, 

and a receipt prints with just an error code. The fake PoS contains memory to collect 

the credit card information that the criminal later collects.  

 

Figure 55 depicts a forum listing that’s selling fake PoS. 

 

As requested, we will try to obtain card and cardholder details from the original 

merchant PoS terminals. We imagine that some malicious insider got access to the 

terminal overnight and wants to use this for their own benefit. 
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There are two scenarios.  

1. First scenario is when the terminal doesn’t have a separate, secure, physical 
space for processing the card’s and cardholder’s data. This attack sounds easy. 
We need to obtain the highest kernel privileges (supervisor mode) on the system 
and then “scan” the payment processes to intercept the card’s details: CVV2, 
Track2, and PIN. 

2. Second scenario is when the terminal has a dedicated chip for storing the crypto 
keys and processing cryptographic operations. Initially, this sounds like a secure 
way to handle even physical exploitation of devices. Hackers still can’t extract 
keys, decrypt PINs or magstripe tracks. However, it’s not nearly as secure as you 
might expect. As this research shows, even in Ingenico terminals that use 
dedicated chip for the encryption, it’s still possible to steal PIN codes and Track2 
data. The main reason is because PCI requires terminals to send and store 
sensitive data encrypted but has vague requirements about the processing of this 
data.  
 
When we talk about cryptoprocessor, how sensitive information should be 
handled: 

• The PIN is entered and passed directly to the cryptoprocessor. 

• The cryptoprocessor encrypts the PIN and passes it back to the main 
processor and main app. All data is put in the structure of ISO8583 
authorization request and sent over to the acquiring bank. 

But how it actually works: 

a. PIN is entered and passed to the main app unencrypted. 

b. Main app sends it to the cryptoprocessor and gets back encrypted. 

c. Main app sends it over the network in the assembled ISO8583 request. 

As you can see, hackers still have access to unencrypted data during steps “a” 

and “b.” To steal card and cardholder data, attackers need to create  malware 

that scrapes the memory to search for patterns of PIN and Track2. This memory-

scraping malware is well-known among companies who suffered from card data 

breaches in the past. 

It’s fair to mention that PoS vendors don’t write the payment applications 

themselves - there’re service providers for this purpose. And we found this 

example in one of the banks we worked with. That example is show in the 

section “Remote code execution via the built-in TRACE mode (CVE-2018-17765, 

CVE-2018-17772).” 
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7.2. Terminal cloning 

To create a fully functional terminal clone, we need to extract the main payment app 

and, what’s more important, all cryptographic keys that terminals use, including: 

• Secure SSL communication key 

• MAC key for ISO8583 signing 

• PIN encryption key 

• Encrypted storage key 

• Boot integrity control key 

If all these keys are stored on the cryptoprocessor, it’s impossible to create a 

functional clone of the terminal. However, if even one key can be leaked or found on 

the main storage, such as described in the section “Remote code execution via the 

built-in TRACE mode (CVE-2018-17765, CVE-2018-17772),” this puts the whole 

ecosystem at risk. For example, hackers who change the Cardholder Verification 

Method (CVM) limits and priority list, won’t need to enter PIN codes or need to obtain 

the PIN encryption key. We’re not showing here the exact location and the process of 

extraction of the necessary keys. 

 

Insecure modes 

Due to back compatibility and a lot of legacy features that need to be supported, there 

are terminals with insecure modes enabled: 

• Magstripe or Technical fallback. These two modes allow using cards (even cards 
with the EMV chip) by only swiping them and using the magstripe part of the card. 
These cards can be easily bought on the dark market for about $5-10 each. 

• Pan key or manual entry. These terminals are popular in hotels, airplanes and 
other offline facilities. This functionality is for situations when you dictate your 
card number over the phone. In most cases, the cashier on the other side of the 
phone puts their PoS terminal in manual mode to enter your card details 
(payment card number, expiration date, CVV, and postcode for additional 
verification) which is then sent to the acquiring bank. In many cases, your bank 
won’t even need a valid CVV code for these operations. Why is that? Let’s 
imagine, you’ve bought some expensive perfume on the trans-Atlantic flight. 
You’ve landed and only then the flight crew discovers that your card doesn’t have 
sufficient balance on it. In this case, the merchant who already provided their 
product or service to you will try to make a transaction in the terminal’s manual 
mode. But wait, they didn’t collect your CVV code from the back of your card, did 
they? Exactly for these scenarios, they allow charges even without the correct 
CVV code. 
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• Visa Magnetic Stripe Data (MSD). This is a legacy, insecure mode, which sends 
the card’s magstripe data to the terminal through contactless Near-Field-
Communication (NFC) technology. It pre-dates the secure EMV standards. It’s 
predominantly used within the USA and was originally planned to be terminated 
effective April 2019 by Visa’s requirement (Contactless Payments: Merchant 
Benefits and Implementation Considerations). However, that’s now slowed down 
and postponed due to the COVID-19 outbreak.  

Under normal circumstances, a transaction only proceeds within these vulnerable 

modes when a few things happen: 

● The merchant requests that this feature is enabled on their terminal. 

● The acquiring bank enables this feature for the specific merchant on their 
network. 

● The issuing bank allows that feature on the customer’s card. 

However, our tests revealed that banks verify only that the terminals have been 

enabled for use with the feature. Banks are assuming that no one can execute 

arbitrary code, or replace the terminal’s configuration files to enable these features, 

themselves. This means insecure modes can be activated on the compromised 

terminals quite easily. 

 

7.3. Refunds 

Refunds enable customers to return products or services that they didn’t use. 

Typically, refunds must go back to the original purchase card. This helps to prevent 

money laundering schemes. Otherwise, criminals would go to a big-box retailer, pay 

for a new iPhone with a stolen card, return it a few days later for a refund to their 

personal card. And that’s just the tip of the iceberg for card-based money laundering 

schemes. 

How does this work when customers have lost their original card? Or when they used 

Google Pay and have since accidently deleted the mobile wallet? There’s two solutions 

for those scenarios: 

1. A technical solution. Each receipt has a reference number and when the cashier 
initiates a refund, they enter a reference number and the acquiring bank checks 
that the refund goes to exactly the same card. If the card is lost/stolen, the 
cashier will need to call the bank to initiate a request for a non-standard refund. 

2. An organizational solution. The acquiring bank doesn’t check anything and allows 
refunds back to any card. All of the burden and liability of checking the card falls 
back on the merchant’s shoulders. If any money laundering occurs, then it’s the 
merchant’s loss and not the bank’s. 

https://www.securetechalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/Contactless-Merchant-Webinar-FINAL-July-19-2018.pdf
https://www.securetechalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/Contactless-Merchant-Webinar-FINAL-July-19-2018.pdf
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Many banks who use the second model are prone to this fraudulent scheme: 

● An attacker creates a functional clone of the terminal as described in section 
7.2. 

● An attacker enables insecure modes and makes high-risk transactions with 
stolen cards as described in section 7.1. 

● An attacker makes refunds back to a personal card. 

● A month later, the issuing bank issues a chargeback request to the acquiring 
bank for fraudulent transactions. The acquiring bank contacts the merchant to 
ask for an explanation of what happened. The merchant has no clue.  

It’s worth noticing that when no fraud checks are done on the banking side, hackers 

won’t even need to make fraudulent payments in the first place. They can just do 

refunds for as long as the original company has some money on their accounts. As you 

can imagine, big supermarkets and networks have a lot of money on their accounts. 
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